INTRODUCTION
Since in 1916 Krafft-Ebing gave in his PSYCHOPATHIA SEXUALIS a comprehensive collection of sexual perversions which are anomalies in sexuality, morphological classification of their different behaviors has been attempted. However, as Nishimaru states, there has so far been no established theory as to their psychological genesis. Particularly in this country, we have only few reports on the subject except for some publications from the side of criminal pathology. This is because, it is assumed, the cases of perversions to call on psychiatrists for diagnosis and treatment are extremely rare. The present case report is based on the experience of the authors who, by chance, were informed of a sexual perversionists' club and has had occasion to observe some of the actual instances of polimorphic perversions. Unfortunately, however, the author could not take the detailed life-histories of these cases, since they were not the patients who came to the clinic for diagnoses. S. Freud classified the cases of sexual perversions into two categories inversion and perversion.
The four cases of the present report belong to perversion. because of some disease which he cannot remember now. In those days, he says, the clyster which was a long stick of candy was softened on a fire and was put into the anus. Throughout his secondary school and university he could not get rid of the habit acquired in his childhood and continued to stimulate the anus himself by inserting such things as fountain pen and candy sticks. The habit continued after he got job and when he came to know of the " fig -mark enema " , he exclusively used this one in lavatory.
He first controlled the oncoming urge of evacuation caused by the enema and then gave expulsion at a stroke, which was most pleasurable, and his childish fantasy of being put under the spell of a witch was still the same as in his childhood.
After the war when he settled in Tokyo, the habit still continued and at one time he had a strong desire to give clyster to a woman worker of his company, but he has never done it because he was afraid of losing social status through such act. Since he came to know Club A, he has been content to have a place here to satisfy what he calls his "inside taste ". His only fear has been that this might be known to his acquaintances and would deprive him of his position and job, bringing a catastroph to his family. His play at present proceeds as follows. He lies on a bed wearing brassiere, corset and stockings.
The woman gives him fig-mark clyster.
He controls the urge to evacuate as far as possible and finally gives way as the woman receives the evacuation onto a pot. Meanwhile the woman is expected to look at his face, constantly rubbing his abdomen. He on the other hand fancies receiving the "magic enema" which is a sort of enema containing secret Chinese medicines of North Manchurian origin. He says that this has the effect to "purify and regenerate" his body. He is completely satisfied with this act and usually does not go so far as masturbation.
However, in the case of masturbation, the woman who gave him clyster must take the part of massaging.
By the way he once gave clyster to a woman in Club A, but the result was so different from what he had fancied that he shrank before the smell and filth of excreting feces, he remarked with a bitter smile. In the past he felt attraction to white satin 'tabi' (Japanese socks) and to bath-marks of crepe.
But as the dresses of post-war women workers became luxurious, he came to be attracted to underwears of mannequins in department stores and became corset mania, he added. Thus he is enabled to abandon his own sexual drive by submitting to beauty and obtain peacefulness and ease, even to become alien toward women.
As for the third and fourth examples, they were tentatively classified as sadism and masochism.
While they shows some quantitative difference in their behaviors, it is difficult to divide them uniquely into sadist and masochist. They have aspects in common and represent one and the other sides of a sexuality.
In these two cases we see transvestisms, in which the patient wears women's underwear and identifies himself with the object woman. Man can easily take the parts of other individual's body into his own body-image and conversely put his own body-image into the object's, thereby identifying his own body with the object's.
Schilder calls this "appersonization ". and the destroyed, while in the latter there exists a love between man and woman. As a matter of course this is a childish, egocentric love which is not elevated to the height of adult love feeling.
But the "feeling of co-living between the two partners based on the implicit understanding of existing love" is indispensable here, to say the least. The fact that the victim in Case No. 2 was forced to smile constantly may serve to illustrate the necessity of the existence of love in sexual sadism.
With regard
to the absolute necessity of love in the world of sado-maso-HORI, A. AND AKIMOTO, T.
chists, we may cite a passage from Medard Boss who argues from the standpoint of existentialism, "In order that he (Ehrlich Klotz, a sado-masochist) may come out of his "KLOTZ-WELT " and "Das Liebend -in der Welt-Sein Konnen" be opened before him, it was absolutely necessary for the partner to have a deep sensation of joy in being beaten as well as in beating.
The woman had to "rejoice in the torment" so that the sexual experience may be completed"
In conclusion, it must be added that the impression of Club A is widely different from what might be expected of a "Cuoriosity Hunting Club". In effect, it has no element of obscenity , and the perverted acts there are performed in a most solemn and grave manner according to a fixed formalism which is elevated to the height of a ritual being presented in a most delicate and strict choice of tastes. The impressions from those acts which were rather like those from rituals reminded me of the symptomatic behaviors observable in a sort of compulsive neurotics .
Discussions of perversions given above are of general and superficial character and are in need of deeper analysis . It will be noted that none of the four cases mentioned were subjected to treatment for particular reasons .
